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Introduction 
 

Jason D. LaFountain 
 

 This collection of student writings, drawings, and other 
imagetexts is the result of a course I taught in the Prison + 
Neighborhood Arts Project (PNAP) at the Stateville Correctional 
Center during the spring semester of 2016. Entitled The Artistic 
Imagination, the course entertained theories and practices of the 
imagination from ancient times to the present day, with a focus 
on the Western world. Reading included works of philosophy, art 
history, fantasy fiction, literary history, the history of 
religion, and the history of science. 
 The first half of the course dealt with the conception and 
exercise of imagination from antiquity to 1800. We read new work 
by Anne Sheppard on ancient Greek notions of phantasia, before 
moving on to the inheritance and negotiation of this category 
during the Middle Ages, particularly the uses of imagination in 
Christian theology and devotional practice (Michelle Karnes). In 
between, we looked at John Onians’s writing on the importance of 
imagination in the viewing of early Christian abstract marbles. 
(One student, Doris Sterling, noted how the water stains on the 
prison ceilings reminded him of the patterns in the stones.) We 
explored the place of imagination in the work of early modern 
artist-scientists, including Leonardo da Vinci and Jacques de 
Gheyn II, reading from Martin Kemp and Claudia Swan, then we 
examined the emergence of related modern categories, especially 
‘creativity,’ during the Enlightenment.  
 The second half of the course focused on fantasy fiction 
and art history. To think about the Gothic imagination, we read 
short stories by Edgar Allan Poe and Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein, 
together with contextual studies of them by Maria Antónia Lima 
and H. L. Malchow. There was consideration of children’s fantasy 
writing, as well, and we spent a week on the original edition of 
L. Frank Baum’s Wonderful Wizard of Oz (1900). In the following 
session we studied the works of “outsider” artists from Chicago: 
Henry Darger, who loved Baum, Joseph Yoakum, and Mr. Imagination. 
Thereafter we considered the modern fascination with the fourth 
dimension, looking at the work of both artists and scientists in 
imagining it.  
 In connection with this study of the fourth dimension, we 
also read from Fritz Leiber’s science fiction, particularly his 
Change Wars series, where art often plays the critical role of 
interface between the three-dimensional world and hidden or extra 
dimensions. At the end of the semester we read selections from 
new art historical publications dealing with counterculture, art, 
and liberation in the twentieth century, including the exhibition 
catalogues Leap Before You Look: Black Mountain College, 1933-
1957 and Hippie Modernism: The Struggle for Utopia. The final 
readings of the semester were artist Chris Ware’s graphic novel, 
Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth, and literary historian 
Caleb Smith’s recent book, The Prison and the American 



Imagination. Due to several lockdowns during the term, resulting 
in cancelled meetings, as well as difficulty obtaining a gate 
pass for copies of the Caleb Smith volume, we were unable to 
discuss the Ware and Smith works together in class.  
 In addition to discussion of assigned readings, during 
class time I often introduced other artists’ projects in order to 
enhance appreciation of artistic imagination historically. In 
relation to the interplay of word and image, for example, we 
looked at the ludic historiated initials of medieval manuscript 
illuminators, as well as medieval and early modern carmina 
figurata; in connection with the form and feeling of prison 
architecture, the Carceri d'invenzione prints of Piranesi and 
Cell sculptures of Louise Bourgeois; in terms of the imagination 
of the self as selves, persona form self-portraits from Albrecht 
Dürer to Marcel Duchamp; and in surveying artistic contributions 
to the remediation of contemporary socioeconomic and 
environmental crises, the urgent objects and architectures of 
Marjetica Potrč, Michael Rakowitz, and Shigeru Ban.  
 I also developed imagination exercises, taking cues from 
artists and writers, in an effort to help students to conceive 
their final projects. We worked with Elaine Scarry’s descriptions 
in Dreaming by the Book of how to make absent people, places, and 
things vividly present through writing and image making; we 
brainstormed variations on Spencer Finch’s memory works, such as 
Trying to Remember the Color of Jackie Kennedy’s Pillbox Hat; and 
we thought up our own conceptual “Event Scores,” like those found 
in Yoko Ono’s Grapefruit, as well as wishes we might contribute 
to Ono’s Wish Trees.   
  The capstone project for the course was a ten-page 
creative writing assignment (i.e. the original was supposed to be 
ten pages or so when handwritten) that had to address, somehow, 
the ideas about imagination we had been studying. This booklet 
collects these projects. I helped the students to edit their 
writing and worked closely with them on the look and layout of 
their individual contributions. Some students, like Jose Cruz and 
Benny Rios, designed the entirety of their pages. These are 
faithfully reproduced here. For most contributions, I typed and 
edited the handwritten drafts, laying in images where relevant. 
The students created many of the pictures; others were chosen 
from assigned readings or outside sources.  
 The contents are organized alphabetically by author’s last 
name. One project that is omitted, but with a line in the Table 
of Contents and a page holding its place, is that of Matthew 
Davis, who was put in isolation just as he was beginning the 
assignment and not permitted to return to class. The projects 
engage imagination in a variety of ways. Some imagine better 
legal and prison systems (Alvarez, Jacobo), others are examples 
of fantasy writing (Cruz, Lombardi); some wrestle with the 
interstices of science and religion, and the role of imagination 
in bridging this divide (Grimes, Piggues), while yet others pick 
up on our study of space-time, thinking about the interrelation 
of imagination and spatiotemporal circumstance (Encalado, 



Palaggi, and Rios). Many are autobiographical and—in one way or 
another—attend to memory, a category closely tied to imagination. 
In the collection’s final project, Doris Sterling applies his 
poetic and pictorial skills to the difficult task of imagining 
the pain of others. 
 This is a powerful collection of student projects, and it 
was a pleasure working with these students. I would like to thank 
them for all their hard work. The Alice Kaplan Institute for the 
Humanities at Northwestern University funded my position, for 
which I am very grateful. I also thank Sarah Ross, PNAP’s Program 
Coordinator, for her generous support and help with cover design 
and printing this collection. Finally, I want to thank my 
Thursday teaching comrade, Lasana Kazembe, for his good cheer and 
advice along the way, as well as my wife, Amanda Douberley, for 
assistance editing the Spanish section of Ignacio Jacobo’s 
contribution.  
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A Better System 
 

Lorenzo Alvarez 
 

 My final project focuses on coming up with solutions to 
repair the prison system, which is broken in many ways. I address 
five particular problems and then imagine solutions. These 
solutions will help us cope with the environment in which we live 
and give us better quality of life. The five topics I will 
discuss are education, the right to vote, the medical system, 
conjugal visits, and the living space of the prison. Improvements 
to each of these would make our lives better. 
 First, there is the matter of education for prisoners. 
Being educated is critical to our success. It would be good if we 
could actually receive college credit for the classes we take. 
Then we could benefit from this when we return home. Or, while we 
are incarcerated, we could even have careers, for example in law, 
medicine, culinary arts, etc. I know such opportunities would 
probably be limited, since we are in prison and are convicts, but 
this is a correctional facility, and we should be rehabilitated. 
We should improve ourselves through a better education system 
than the one that is now in place. Imagine if we were able to 
pursue bachelor’s and master’s degrees, or if we could take 
paralegal courses to find all the flaws in this corrupt legal 
system, where we are convicted based on hearsay and bogus 
evidence. You see it in the news, where it takes twenty or more 
years to prove that you are innocent. With better education, it 
would not take that long, because once people see they can get 
out and go home, it would give hope to all prisoners.  
 My second idea is that prisoners should still be able to 
vote. I believe this would make a big difference, because it 
would enable our society to pass better bills and help us bring 
back parole for fifty percent of all crimes. The prisons are 
getting overcrowded, and there are a lot of young people in lock 
up with forty-five years or life sentences. Also we could choose 
the next president, and we won’t have to see Donald Trump on TV 
everyday or any of the other goofy Republicans who are running 
for president now. Also imagine how much different the world 
would look if prisoners stood united with non-prisoners, instead 
of separated and caged like animals. We could build a better 
world, where there are not so many people locked up. Families 
would be together, people would be happier, there would be less 
crime, and we’d have a more functional society. 
 Third, we have to reform the medical system, because the 
one we have here sucks. Inmates who go to see a nurse or doctor 
have to pay five dollars for every issue they have. If your arm 
and leg hurt, that would be ten dollars, and ten dollars may be 
all you get for state pay, if you don’t have a family or somebody 
helping to support you. The worst part is that they don’t do a 
good job of making sure you are okay. They don’t care about your 
well-being. They give us generic medication that could actually 
hurt us instead of making us better. And people in here who have 



cancer should be able to get chemotherapy, rather than being left 
to suffer with the pain and then die. Handicapped inmates should 
receive the equipment they need, and regular inmates who are sick 
should get the medication they need, without fear the medication 
could be hurting them in the long run. We should not be denied an 
MRI if we need one. They should not just give us a crutch or knee 
brace that doesn’t even work. The people who work here don’t 
care. They will let your injuries heal the wrong way. There is a 
lot of bogus stuff going on in this institution, and it needs to 
be exposed, because the prison does a good job of hiding it.  
 One other problem we have is the dental department. All 
they want to do is pull our teeth and drill on them, even if we 
don’t need it. It feels like the medical and dental staff are 
experimenting on us and torturing us. It is like we are lab rats. 
All we can do is hope that somebody will read this and help us 
get better treatment. This third topic is related to my first 
topic, about improved educational opportunities and possible 
medical study. If some of the prisoners were trained in this 
area, maybe we could get real medication and be healthier people. 
With other inmates as dentists, we would not be scared of going 
to the dentist. People in here would live longer and have all 
their teeth. They might see the outside world again, because they 
would live long enough to finish their sentences. 
 Fourth, conjugal visits. The reason conjugal visits are 
important is because they would help to keep families together 
and reduce stress among the inmates. Obviously sex would be a 
significant part of this. But your wife could visit you in a 
space with a dining room and living room, too. You could cook 
together or have food from outside the prison. It would be like 
being out there with them, if only for a couple days. Just the 
thought of being able to sit down and eat dinner with your wife 
(and maybe also your kids and other family members) would reduce 
stress—not only for the prisoners, but also for prisoners’ loved 
ones. This kind of contact with your family would make you more 
likely to stay out of trouble, because you care about your loved 
ones and would want to preserve your family structure. You would 
want to be a positive role model for your kids even though you 
are incarcerated.  
  Stateville is so stressful you can’t think straight 
sometimes. Your judgment is clouded because you have so much 
negativity around you. There are people dealing with legal 
issues, like having their appeals shut down, getting the news 
that they are never going home but stuck in prison for life for a 
crime they didn’t commit. Other people have to deal with family 
members dying (and not being able to attend the funeral). Some 
inmates who are not mentally strong commit suicide, while others 
direct violence toward the guards or fellow prisoners. The stress 
causes fights, assaults, even rapes and people being killed. 
Conjugal visits would reduce these problems, because you would 
have somebody there for you. This could help you cope with the 
stress, instead of bottling it up until you explode. 



 My final idea is to improve the physical environment of the 
prison. The first thing I would like to talk about is our 
kitchen. The trays they serve the food on are dirty, and we see 
roaches and mice running around, which is disgusting. There are 
birds flying in the dining area above our food. They give us so 
many soy products that people get gas and acid reflux. Second, 
there is the place we live, the cell houses. The windows in the 
cell houses are so filthy you can’t see outside. The cells are so 
small that you and your cellmate have to take turns walking 
around or working out. The paint on the walls is so old some of 
it is chipping off the walls. Some of the old paint has asbestos, 
which can give you cancer in the long run. The tap water has rust 
particles in it. A sign on the front of the prison tells visitors 
not to drink the water, because it is unsanitary, but they make 
us drink it, as if our lives don’t matter.  
 The worst house to live in is F-House. It’s infested with 
roaches, mice, and birds. When you go to sleep you have to wrap 
something around your face so no roaches climb into your mouth, 
nose, or ears, causing infection or worse. Then you have to seal 
your property box with tape so no mice can get in there and eat 
your food. Near the commissary, where we buy our food, there is a 
waiting room, and the roof of the waiting room is falling apart 
and leaking. The law library has the same problem. So with the 
way we are forced to live in the prison, we are not only fighting 
in the courts, trying to go home, but also for basic wellness. 
 One solution for a better environment is bigger cells, 
where you don’t have to feel claustrophobic. We should also have 
exterminators come deal with all the roaches and mice. We should 
have clean water, so we don’t have to be scared to drink it. In 
general, the whole place should be rebuilt. These solutions would 
make this place a more positive living environment. They just got 
rid of the death sentence in Illinois, but the way they have us 
living is like that never happened. We are dying slowly, we just 
don’t have a specific date to die.  
 The United States is known as the ‘land of the free,’ yet 
with only five percent of the world’s population, we have twenty-
five percent of the world’s prisoners—more than any other 
country. More than either Russia or China. In the U.S. there are 
2.3 million people incarcerated. The rate of incarceration is 760 
prisoners per 100,000 residents. Rwanda has Africa’s highest 
incarceration rate at 595 per 100,000. Japan and Denmark have 
only 63. The cost of this mass incarceration is enormous. In 
Illinois we spend $38,268 per year to incarcerate each prisoner, 
according to the Vera Institute. It can cost $70,000 for one 
elderly inmate per year. Now imagine how we could use all this 
money they are spending to keep us locked up. We could create 
more job opportunities, better schools for our kids, including 
after school programs, which would keep kids off the streets and 
lower the rate of violent crimes out there. This would make 
families happier and the world a better place. And these ideas 
could help save us from the slow, torturous death they have us 
living.  
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Untitled (on imagination in isolation) 
 

Matthew Davis 
 

 Matthew planned to develop a project about the importance 
of imagination in solitary confinement. In the middle of the 
semester, though, as he was beginning work on it, Matthew was 
placed in isolation and never returned to class. When he is back 
in population and has the tools and materials to complete the 
project, I intend to add his contribution to the electronic 
version of this collection, which will be posted to the PNAP 
website at p-nap.org.  
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Remembering Summer Fun 
 

Theophil Encalado 
 
 When I was a kid back in the early ’80s I grew up in the 
city of Chicago, Illinois. I wasn’t born in Chicago, though. I 
was born two states away, in a smaller city called Toledo. It’s 
in the state of Ohio. So my folks had me in 1977. But within a 
year of being born, my mother moved here to the Windy City, which 
is Chicago’s nickname. 
 Now back when I was growing up, the city was abuzz with 
great diversity, with many people of different racial and ethnic 
backgrounds. To me it was the greatest of times to be a 
Chicagoan. Well as far as I can remember I just had a great 
childhood. I had lots of friends. It seemed as if all the kids 
were my age, as odd as that sounds. The neighborhood park had a 
big baseball field and basketball court, but the coolest thing 
the neighborhood park had to offer us kids was its swimming pool. 
It was a huge pool. It had water three feet deep in the shallow 
end. The water became gradually deeper as you approached the 
other end, which was eight feet at its deepest.  
 If you could do two laps in the eight-foot part, you were 
permitted from then on to swim in the deep end. The pool’s deep 
end also had a built-in diving board, which was very cool to dive 
off of. At first I could not swim well, so I had to stay in the 
shallow part of the pool. I had to learn how to hold my breath. 
Then kids would play ‘dive for the penny.’ It’s where we’d take a 
penny and toss it a little bit away from ourselves, a few of us 
would swim over to where the coin was thrown, and then we’d spot 
it and hold our breath and dive down for it. We could see the 
penny a lot of the time, since a penny is orange or dark brown. 
We would also use other types of things like rocks, pebbles, or 
toys that would sink down to the bottom of the pool. The darker 
the object, the easier it was for us to see it, to get a jump on 
the other kids.  
 Busy playing with your friends, you don’t realize how long 
or well you can hold your breath underwater. So when my friends 
and I were a bit tired of chasing down pennies and rocks, we 
tried going under the water, crossing our legs in a sitting 
position, and counting with our hands. Or if one of us had a 
waterproof watch, we would compete and use the stopwatch to time 
ourselves. If I remember right, I think I was able to hold my 
breath for a full ninety seconds, which was to me, at that time, 
pretty good. We even came up with a game where we would race from 
one side of the pool to the other by holding our breath 
underwater to reach our goal. We kids were very competitive at 
this game and bet no one could hold their breath while swimming 
from the shallow end all the way to the deep end of the pool. I 
myself would not have been able to do it, but my friend Kevin 
did. He was a great swimmer.  
 We loved the summer, since we could go to our neighborhood 
pool to cool off and swim, and we were learning different ways of 



jumping into the pool. For instance, there’s a neat way of diving 
into the pool, and then there’s the messier belly flop, which 
really stings the stomach. Guys at the deeper end were doing a 
dive off the diving board called the ‘jackknife,’ while others 
were doing front flips or back flips. We were not allowed to do 
the same in the shallower part of the pool, because we might have 
broken our necks or otherwise injured ourselves very badly. 
 There were three perches with lifeguards on duty, to watch 
out for anyone who could not swim or who would maybe try to do a 
crazy flip or dive in the pool. That was not allowed, especially 
in the shallow end. Looking back now, I see why they would blow 
the whistle—to stop us from doing such stuff, so we would not end 
up hurt. Being a kid and following the rules was sometimes a drag 
and bummer to all the fun we were eager and tempted to have. Like 
being told not to run, no diving, no eating for an hour prior to 
swimming, no food or drinks, no floating devices, no swim trunks 
no admittance, etc. It seemed the only place where the rules were 
bent was in the deep end, because people were permitted to dive 
right in with no problem—considering it was the deep end of the 
pool. 
 My friends and I were a little afraid of the deep end, 
mainly because eight feet was deeper and darker at first. But 
then my buddy Kevin brought up something we had not really 
considered before—that we could swim in the deep end, too. What 
difference could there be, besides the obvious one, that the 
water was deeper? If we stopped in the shallow end midway through 
a lap we’d touch the bottom. But in the deep end there was no 
stopping to stand up, and this was our dilemma. We practiced 
swimming back and forth in the shallow end, so that when the pool 
opened up and we set out for the deep end we would not fail. Our 
courage was up, since my friends and I could swim in the shallow 
part without a break in the laps.  
 When the lifeguard on duty saw my friends and me swimming 
in the deep end, it came as a shock. He told everyone the rules 
that come with swimming in that part of the pool. I thought the 
lifeguard was going to make up some rule about height, since my 
friends and I were all little guys. But once he told us the 
rules, they seemed fair and everyone understood them. The laps we 
did in the shallow end gave us the confidence to swim farther and 
in deeper water. I never felt that scared, though I was afraid 
that when I tried to swim in the deep end I would cramp up and 
start screaming and waving for help—that I’d be the laughing 
stock of our group. But my friends and I were successful in 
conquering our fear of the deep end. 
 That whole summer we dove off the diving board, and we 
learned to do cool front flips and back flips, as well as 
jackknifes, cannonballs, and bombs. Doing atomic bombs was the 
coolest—you could also do them from the edge of the pool. My 
friends and I would get into a routine, calling out this or that 
type of move. We’d holler, “Suicide bombs!” Then we would jump 
off the diving board with a strong bounce in our step, to make 
the biggest bomb splash. It was cool that the older kids copied 



our game, and they would do bombs off the side of the pool and 
diving board. They splashed the people who walked by on the 
sidewalk, cooling them off, since it was so hot and they were not 
in the water at the time. People screamed out at the surprise 
drenching they received.  
 My friends and I had a great summer at our neighborhood 
park. Other nice things about summer vacation were cookouts, with 
hot dogs, burgers, and freeze pops, playing other sports, going 
to day camp, and just being with friends.  
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Higher Power and the Open Mind 
 

Shaunessy Grimes 
 

 What or who is God, Allah, Jehovah? If I’ve left any names 
out, it’s only because there are many more than I can remember. 
Throughout the world there are lots of different conceptions of 
God. I grew up believing in many of them. So I figure one more 
conception couldn’t hurt—mine! As we travel down this road 
together, I want to be clear that my conception is based on the 
knowledge I have obtained up until this point in my life. I do 
not proclaim this to be the absolute truth. I can only speak my 
mind and elaborate something that captures the imagination more 
than anything I’ve known thus far—God! 
 I believe there is a ‘Higher Power’—a source from which all 
power and energy come. People and things could not exist without 
having been created by someone or something else. No matter how 
you look at it, there’s no getting around this. Let’s say there 
is a Higher Power that created everything. What would you call 
it? What would it look like? Why did it create us? I could ask 
many more questions, but I want to deal with these for now.  
 What would you call it? Many people have given that Higher 
Power a name—God, Allah, Jehovah, etc. Let me give you my answer—
‘Higher Power’! I know, I know—this is the safe answer. What do 
you prefer? God? Let’s break that down (God). By definition God 
is: 1) any of various beings conceived of as supernatural, 
immortal, and having special powers over the lives and affairs of 
people and the course of nature; a deity, especially a male 
deity; 2) an image that is worshipped; an idol; 3) a person or 
thing deified or excessively honored or admired; 4) in 
monotheistic religions, the creator and ruler of the universe, 
regarded as eternal, infinite, all-powerful, and all-knowing; 
Supreme Being; Almighty.  
 Now I have read a lot of definitions, out of all types of 
dictionaries, and one thing I’ve seen in ninety-eight percent of 
them is ‘Supreme Being.’ Supreme—highest, a Being-extreme 
creature. In describing this Higher Power/God, ‘Supreme’ would be 
a suitable adjective. I’m not so sure about the ‘Being’ in 
‘Supreme Being.’ I know I wouldn’t describe God as a creature. 
All the religions with which I am familiar claim no one has ever 
seen God, yet they describe the Higher Power/God as the 
following: He, King, Father, and so on. He is said to have 
thoughts and feelings, pretty much the same characteristics as a 
human being. If nobody has seen God, though, why do we accept 
these descriptions as true? I’m not saying we are wrong for doing 
so, but if I’ve never seen your father and I describe him, does 
that make my description true? No! It is a figment of my 
imagination.  
 If there is a Higher Power and it created everything, 
including me, doesn’t that make me an extension of God/a Higher 
Power? Yes! If a dog has puppies, aren’t they part of the dog 
they came from? Yes! Why did God/the Higher Power create us? This 



is the fun part. I believe it is from here that all religions 
stem—from this very question. No matter where you were born, your 
culture had some type of religion, faith base, or belief when it 
comes to God. From that, many scriptures have been produced—the 
bible, Koran, and so on. Many religions share the same holy book 
but have different interpretations of it. This is something I 
find to be one of the biggest problems in both past and present 
religion. What is the truth? The truth can be a lot of things, so 
let’s get into it. 
 Truth: in accordance with the facts. Let’s deal with this 
definition. Does my belief in something make it a fact? In my 
opinion, no, but this is what many religions are built upon. 
Belief and faith—and faith is belief without proof! The bible is 
a collection of sacred writings, and the Koran is the sacred book 
of Islam. Both contain revelations reportedly made to human 
beings by God. Revelation is God’s disclosure or manifestation to 
his creatures of himself and his will. To this day I hear people 
present their revelations from God, yet I don’t see their stories 
added to any holy books. If their revelations came from God, then 
what’s the problem? 
 I grew up in a household that didn’t really do religion, 
but believed in God nonetheless. If memory serves, my family 
believed in Jesus, so it’s safe to say they were Christians. I’m 
more familiar with the bible than any other book, so that’s what 
I would like to deal with now. Before I move on, I want to lay a 
foundation for how I will proceed. I will call that foundation 
‘interpretation.’ The Word (as in the bible) or words cannot 
interpret themselves. Let me show you how.  
 Genesis 1:26-27: “And God said, ‘Let us make man in our 
image, after our likeness’; so God created man in his own image, 
in the image of God created he him; male and female created he 
them.” If I were to lean on my own interpretation (which I will) 
reading this now is as confusing as the first time I read it. 
When I hear words like ‘us’ and ‘our,’ I think of more than one 
person. Wanting to find satisfaction in knowing the truth, I’ve 
asked many people whose outlook I value, what does it mean when 
the bible says ‘us’ and ‘our’? I have found multiple people who 
share the same interpretation. On the other hand, I’ve heard some 
way out stuff. Just to throw out the most common interpretation: 
God, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit. The same passage appears in the 
Koran, yet in Islam there is a different interpretation.  
 I believe God captures the imagination better than 
anything, and the reason I say this for the second time is 
because (correct me if I’m wrong) all religions claim nobody has 
ever seen or been face to face with God. Only when you die will 
you see him. The imagination is, therefore, in constant use when 
it comes to God. The imagination stops working only when whatever 
you are imagining is proven to be true or false through further 
evidence. For example, I never knew my father growing up, so my 
imagination ran wild with what he looks like, sounds like, acts 
like, etc. Once I saw a picture of him, though, my imagination 
stopped. I no longer had to imagine what he looked like, but my 



imagination is still running wild on everything else I have 
mentioned.  
 Let’s now address the following: why did this Higher 
Power/God create us? Well, I must say I do not believe my sole 
purpose, having been created, is to serve God. My parents didn’t 
have me merely to serve them. Yet some people believe what the 
sacred books say about the purpose of creation. Speaking of 
creation, something that captures the imagination just as much is 
the acorn theory of creation. This passage comes from a book 
called Observations by Ernest Holmes:  
  
 When we plant an acorn, we know that the conjunction of the seed 
 with the soil sets in motion a creative Genius to which the  
 united intelligence of the human race is as a soap bubble. We 
 know that there is ‘something’ in this law which causes the acorn 
 to burst its bounds, to send down roots and send up shoots, and 
 eventually to become an immense oak tree, shedding countless 
 numbers of other acorns that like may produce and reproduce like, 
 that like may multiply itself, perpetuate itself, and carry on 
 its own destiny forever and ever expanding. 
 
 What is that ‘something’ in the law that causes the acorn 
to burst its bounds? Some people call it God; I call it a Higher 
Power. Just think about it—you cannot put intelligence in a box 
no matter how you try. When it comes to humans, we believe that 
God created us, giving us a soul and intellect, putting us at the 
top of the food chain. Yet this same intellect exists in the 
acorn. The acorn, for instance, knows the correct environment in 
which to burst its bounds. This is intelligence that cannot be 
put in a box. Stick that acorn in sand and see if it will grow. 
But stick the acorn in soil and then watch as the process begins. 
How can something with no heart, brain, or soul know when it is 
in the correct environment to strive the way it was meant to? 
  
 We may watch the process of its growing, but science, philosophy, 
 psychology, religion, or any branch of human knowledge, cannot 
 know why it grows, or what is the invisible principle of life 
 behind it which makes it grow. This is what the bible calls the 
 Word of God, but this Word of God is the eternal event which is 
 apparent in the moving of the Universe, in that which we call 
 little, as well as in that which we call large. (Holmes) 
 
 Now would it be safe to describe this Higher Power as He, 
King, Father, or to give it the same characteristics as a human 
being? By doing so you are limiting something that has no limits. 
Even calling it God limits it. Higher Power is more suitable—a 
power which exists in all living things, whether or not you 
believe that anything other than a human being has a soul. I 
believe the very thing that makes that acorn burst its bounds in 
a suitable environment is what we call the human soul. It is 
important in all of this to keep an open mind.  
 For those who have a problem with the concept of God, or 
the unknown, for that matter, I can say with confidence that 
there is a Higher Power outside of self, which created everything 



that exists, and there’s no such thing as not being a part of 
God’s Word. There is no such thing as one true religion, where 
every other religion is false. Everything comes from the same 
source, and therefore is the truth. In everything we should keep 
an open mind. Whatever you believe in, realize that no amount of 
belief makes something a fact. In conceiving the Higher Power and 
our relationship to it, imagination is one of our most important 
attributes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   



Views from Prison 
 

Ignacio Jacobo 
!
! My life incarcerated is hard. Everyday is a struggle with 
myself, with my mind. This place is designed to tear families 
apart. They have taken everything from me. Many of our families 
don’t understand what we’re going through—I could explain it a 
million times, but if they haven’t experienced prison themselves, 
they will never really understand. It’s very frustrating—I’m 
fighting for my life and freedom. I have to deal with officers 
who have their own families, personalities, and problems. They 
come to work and take it out on us. It is hard to achieve rhythm 
or balance, because we must deal with different personnel on a 
daily basis.  
 If anyone thinks they can do this alone, they’re wrong. You 
need some type of support, since there is no help in this place. 
That’s why a lot of guys take medicine—to try to get free from 
prison. Two times a week we are allowed to go out in the yard for 
two and a half hours. So I just try to stay positive and spread 
positive energy. But some days I wake up frustrated, because this 
place has my mind and it has me. I fight everyday not to give up 
but to learn something new. 
 Two of my biggest fears are of dying in prison and living 
under conditions that are a constant hazard to both my mental and 
physical health. Each day I am contained within these prison 
walls I must face these fears. It’s sad that people die because 
they are not receiving good medical treatment, the proper care. 
When one inmate needed medical attention in the cell house, other 
prisoners yelled and pleaded for help, which never came, even 
though staff and medical knew he needed it. Due to poor 
structuring within the rank and file of security and subpar 
medical staff, but even more so outright disregard for the lives 
of prisoners, those pleas for help fell on deaf ears. 
 There should be an investigation into the treatment of 
inmates here at Stateville. We are overcharged and underserved 
when it comes to our medical needs. We are overcharged for 
commissary purchases, too. The law library (if and when we are 
allowed access to it) is poorly staffed, and its resources are 
outdated. We are forced to drink tainted water from the cells we 
are housed in for twenty-three hours on the average day. There 
are resources that could be used to begin the process of fixing 
some of these problems. There are also resources that could be 
used to create educational programs that would help rehabilitate 
us. Such programs would serve to prepare us for reentry into the 
outside world—as opposed to us sitting in these cells under such 
dismal conditions while our minds atrophy.  
 Maybe there are things we can do as inmates to effect 
positive change, or at least bring problems to the attention of 
those who care enough to see what is really going on. The light 
of hope flickers dimly right now, and it is as contained as the 
prisoners within these walls.  



 
 
 I struggle everyday to be free. I’m confined to a cell 
almost 24/7. All I’m really free to do is watch TV, listen to the 
radio or music, read books, or write. Those activities, though 
liberating at times, also remind me that I’m locked up. Sometimes 
I feel like my mind is behind bars, like my dreams and visions 
are handcuffed or incarcerated. I feel like a zombie, and knowing 
I am caged, I seem to fall deeper and deeper into an abyss of 
subhuman existence.  
 

 
 
 Look at these prices! My family struggles to make sure I’m 
cool in here and able to take care of myself. But IDOC disregards 
basic human necessities, and it is a struggle to survive. These 
corporations and politicians have no hearts. They are leeches, 
sucking the blood out of all life sources from all angles. The 
families of the incarcerated pay taxes and then get taxed for 
loving their loved ones. It’s crazy, right? 



 
 
 What I miss most about the outside world are my family, 
friends, and the good food I used to eat. I miss working on 
houses and on my family’s farm in Mexico. I miss the animals I 
used to care for and the river surrounding my family’s ranch I 
used to swim in. Being in prison, all those things seem gone 
forever, nothing more than distant memories. Though they are 
memories I cherish and hold onto daily.  
  
     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Test Scores Date: 03/13/2014     
Level: D7 
Reading: 0.7 
Math Computation: 4.0 
Math Applied: 1.7 
Math Total: 2.6 
AVERAGE: 1.7 
 
 If your average score was below 6.0, you are required by 
law to attend mandatory adult basic education (MABE). Your name 
will be placed on the school waiting list.   
  
 Hace más de dos años que tome mi test para poder ir a la 
escuela y me han dicho que porque tengo vida no puedo ir a la 
escuela. Después que yo no tengo education skills tengo problemas 
para escribir leer y entodos modos me han negado. Yo terminé 
escuela hasta el 3rd grade so cuando voy a corte y el juez me 
dice muestrame que has estudo llendo ala escuela. Como lo voy 
hacer si no me dejan ir. Y cuando le digo al juez eso no me va a 
creer. Llevo 11 años preso y no me han dado una oportunidad de ir 
a la escuela. Cuando llegué a salir a la mejor no voy a saber 
nada porque aquí no me han enseñan nada. Solo me tienen encerrado 
peor que un animal porque al animal su dueño in suca pasear y 
jugar lo lleva al parque. A mí no. Se me ha olvidado todo.  
 Cuando yo vivía afuera me gustaba viajar para conocer 
diferentes lugares y lo disfrutaba mucho. Tenía muchos sueños que 
quería hacer realidad porque creo que si uno sueña es por algo 
bueno y cuando quieres hacer tus sueños realidad lo puedes 
lograr. Pero ahora todos mis sueños se han perdido. Es duro saber 
que ahora tienes que sobrevivir en este lugar. Hasta que salgas y 
ojala que cuando salgas. Recibas ayuda. Si llegara a ser mañana 
no creo que supiera usar una computer porque he olvidado casi 
todo. Mas aparte todo ha cambiado y aquí en este lugar nada 
cambia. Se pone peor y peor cada día.  
 Cuando llegué a IDOC yo pensaba que iba a poder in a 
college recibir escuela de trabajos y no fue así. Yo trabajaba en 
pintando casas construyendo hoteles afuera de Illinois para 
ayudar a mi familia y ahora me han separado de mi familia donde 
no los pueda ver porque se encuentran lejos de mi. Le digo a mi 
counselor que me pueda hacer una llamada para hablar con mi mamá 
en México y me dicen que no hacen llamadas para afuera del país. 
So que hago mas que poder comunicarme con mi familia por medio de 
un sueño y cuando despierto que estoy soñando que estoy con mi 
familia me da fuerzas para seguir luchando para un día llegar a 
estar con mi familia.  
 Aunque este encerrado y deprivado de muchas cosas, pero no 
sabía que imaginacíon es mas grande que cual quier otra cosa que 
sepa. Cuando uso mi imaginacíon puedo irme hasta donde yo quiera 
y puedo imaginarme muchas lugares y sentirme que estoy hay 
presente. Esta escuela me hiso creer que si usas tu imaginacíon 
puedes convertirte en un creativo de muchas cosas algo que no 
sabía.  



!
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My Girl Patricia 
 

John E. Lombardi 
 

 I woke up in a pool of sweat wondering what had happened to 
my dear Patricia. The still darkness of the bedroom loomed over 
me, and I felt like I was hungover, although there was no alcohol 
or drugs in my system. Ever since I discovered that I had the 
bizarre capacity to time travel through my dreams, many of those 
dreams became more akin to nightmares—and now Patricia was gone.  
 The nightmare began on the night of December 17, 1965, my 
fifteenth birthday. After celebrating and listening to the off-
key singing of Happy Birthday, emitted by my five brothers, two 
sisters, parents, and my beautiful Patricia, she and I went out 
and sat on the front porch and gazed at the stars. Being young 
and in love (well, at least we thought so) was like nothing I had 
experienced before. That state of mind and emotion also has its 
down side, in that we thought we were indestructible—that we 
could conquer the world and no one or nothing could stop us—oh, 
how wrong we were.  
 After our stargazing, holding hands, snuggling and all 
that, Patricia had to go home to get ready for school the next 
day. She was in the middle of her third year of high school at 
the Madonna Catholic School for girls. Patricia was an A student. 
I can tell you that the stories of the horniness of the young 
ladies at an all-female Catholic high school are true—yikes!  
 Patricia’s parents were both born in Poland. Her father had 
been a prisoner in one of Hitler’s concentration camps during 
World War II, but never spoke about that experience to anyone. 
Patricia’s mother was very sweet and caring. Now I know where 
Patricia got her loving compassion. Patricia’s whole family spoke 
fluent Polish, but chose to speak English as much as possible. 
Patricia had an older sister named Susan and a younger brother, 
Gary, and though they spoke Polish, none of them spoke their 
native language in public. I believe they mostly spoke English 
for assimilation purposes, to blend into their new American 
environment. There was a hint of embarrassment about speaking 
Polish in public and a fear of being outcast as foreigners. I 
don’t know, maybe I just imagined that part. But they were a 
close-knit family—I respected that very much. 
 My ability to dream travel developed gradually. It started 
after church one Sunday in the brickyard, where we lived, and 
where my father was foreman. My two brothers—Jimmy, who was 
sixteen years old, and Beetsie (aka Frank Jr.), twelve years old—
as well as myself, then fourteen, were playing on a three-story-
high frozen sand pile that had been brought into the brickyard by 
boxcars set on train rails. We were taking turns sliding down the 
icy sand hill in a cardboard box we found. Beetsie went first and 
fell out of the box. I went next, trying to impress my little 
brother with how it was supposed to be done. The hill was very 
slippery, and I was going very fast. I made it all the way down, 
when suddenly the box stopped dead, and I went flying. The box 



hit the railroad tracks—while the first track stopped the box, I 
flew out and hit my head on the second rail. The impact knocked 
me out cold. When I woke up my brothers were dragging me by my 
arms to the front of the brickyard, where both our house and our 
father’s office were, about a block away. It was Easter Sunday, 
and I’ll never forget the day as long as I live. My life changed 
forever that day.  
 At first the dreams were brief and came only once in a 
while. Then they occurred with much greater frequency. Initially 
I thought these dreams were just that—dreams—until one time I 
awoke and found a remnant from a dream clutched in my hand. It 
was an old pocket watch, which Ben Franklin had given to me! I 
was flabbergasted. How could this be? Was I going crazy? As time 
went on, my dreams became more vivid, but I didn’t dare tell 
anyone, not even my best friend Mooney.  
 Mooney was one of the first people my age I met when we 
moved to the Logan Square neighborhood, on the northwest side of 
Chicago. We haphazardly met one day as my brother Jimmy and I 
were breaking into the coin machine at the laundromat, across the 
street from the Avondale School, which my brother and I were to 
attend after summer break. Jimmy and I couldn’t pry the coin 
machine open enough to scoop out the coins, so we went to look 
for a pry bar. When we got back we saw someone, whom we soon 
learned was Mooney. He was running out of the laundromat with a 
bag full of coins—our coins! 
 Jimmy, who was sitting on the handlebars of the bike I was 
riding, immediately jumped off and started to chase after Mooney. 
I also gave chase, until we cornered Moon-man in a hallway—he had 
nowhere left to run. We took our loot and left Moon-man sitting 
on the stairs and looking violated. The next time he and I met 
was in the Avondale schoolyard at recess. We became best friends 
and partners in many capers to come, which, by the way, was 
another reason why I couldn’t tell Moon-man the newly discovered 
weirdness of me time traveling. Mooney would have tried to 
persuade me to pull off some time travel robberies, and I wasn’t 
having any of that. I had met the love of my life, Patricia, and 
I was not going to be sent back to St. Charles, in the Illinois 
Youth Commission Reformatory.  
 Originally, the bizarre dreams dealt with places I had read 
about in school, or had seen in the encyclopedia, such as Rome 
and England. I had the unique opportunity to witness, in person, 
Shakespeare reading from his works, but I had a very hard time 
understanding him. I witnessed the Catholic Church’s persecution 
of Galileo, and many other histories, some ‘factually accurate’ 
and others not. I thought about how I could use these time travel 
powers to get rich quick. But then I remembered my earlier 
adventures with Mooney and the consequences I suffered—the I.Y.C. 
and many nights of incarceration—and I was not up for becoming a 
prisoner in a foreign land, in another time period, or even 
worse, being hung. I had no control of these dreams, and I was 
always alone in them. Then all that changed. 



 Many months passed as I struggled with this strange new 
capacity. What was I to do? Who could I trust with this secret? 
Everyone will think I’ve lost my mind. And what will my Patricia 
think? In my heart I believed that she would probably laugh and 
brush off my claims in a nurturing way, telling me what a great 
imagination I have and that I should use it to write a book…of 
fiction. Later that night, on my fifteenth birthday, she and I 
made plans to rendezvous at the customary location, her bedroom, 
after everyone was asleep. I’d snuck over to Patricia’s house 
many times before, but this time would be different.  
 I threw a pebble at her bedroom window. A minute later, I 
saw her smiling face peeking out of her curtains—she was always 
glad to see me. She let me in, and we assumed our usual 
positions, cuddling together in her nice, warm, comfortable bed. 
We lay together until we both fell into a deep sleep. The day had 
been exhausting for both of us. My dream took me to August of 
1945. World War II had ended. I was in New York’s Times Square, 
and everyone was celebrating, but this dream was different—the 
girl in my arms kissing me was Patricia! When we separated she 
had a look of befuddlement on her face. I, too, was bewildered. 
What just happened?!  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 We woke up, startled. I wasn’t sure if this had happened, 
or if it was only a dream—that is, until Patricia said to me, 
“What the hell just happened?!” It was such a relief to tell her 
what had been on my mind for so long and that I had been holding 
in for fear of being ostracized…but now what?! Patricia and I 
talked for the rest of the night. I told her about my journeys, 
and in the morning, after her parents left for work, I went to 
school. Patricia and I promised to continue our talk later that 
night.  
 After everyone was asleep at Patricia’s house I made my 
usual entrance, and we again resumed our positions, cuddled up 
together. We went over everything that happened, and out of 
nowhere Patricia confided to me that she had always wanted to go 
to Poland to be with her father during his time in the 
concentration camp—to console him, and to let him know that not 
only will he survive, he will also have a beautiful, loving 
family in the future—and that he had this to hold onto to give 
him some kind of peace. I told her I didn’t know if I could 
fulfill her wish, but that I would certainly try. I loved my 
Patricia very much and would do anything to please her. 
 We finally fell into a warm, comfortable sleep, and she 
held onto me securely. As I started to dream I felt the 
temperature drop—it was freezing. When I awoke I was in a cold, 
damp room. Patricia was still holding onto me, and I could see 
the steam of her breath as she asked me, “Are we there?” As we 
looked around the room, we saw emaciated bodies lying almost on 
top of each other. We heard the moans of the suffering. I asked 
one older, sickly man if he knew a Bruno Rubik, and he gave me a 
blank look. Patricia got up and came over to us. She spoke in 
Polish. The man’s tired eyes lit up, and he ran over to the far 
corner of the cell, shook the shoulder of a frail boy, and 
pointed to Patricia.  
 The boy was probably no more than a teenager but looked 
much older. Patricia gazed into his eyes and she knew. She 
exclaimed, “Papa!” The boy was baffled—who was this young girl, 
and how did she get in here? “Papa?!” Patricia embraced the 
fragile boy, told him of his future, and that she was his 
daughter. She filled him in about all that would happen in his 
life as they hugged and cried. I even got involved, introducing 
her father to the group hug. This loving encounter touched the 
hearts of the prisoners and brought tears to my own eyes. I was 
bawling like a baby.  
 All of a sudden we heard the stomping of boots, and a group 
of German soldiers burst into the cell with their guns drawn. 
They immediately accosted Patricia and me. They spoke to us in 
German, and Patricia responded in Polish—they appeared to 
understand her, but rushed us out and brought us to separate 
locations. What’s happening? We hadn’t planned for this! And 
where are they taking my Patricia?! I woke up alone in Patricia’s 
bed in a pool of sweat. Now what am I going to do? How will I 
explain this to her family? And, oh my God, to the police?! I 
couldn’t fall back to sleep, so I walked all over the northwest 



side of Chicago trying to think. I entered the L train entrance 
at Sawyer and Milwaukee and rode the subway all night—just as I 
had when I ran away from home at twelve years old, to avoid a 
beating from my father.  
 In the morning I went to school, but could concentrate on 
nothing except how to get Patricia back. When the evening came 
and I had not heard from Patricia’s family, I knew no one had 
noticed she was gone. Luckily her parents and brother Gary had 
gone to Indiana to visit friends, but she would soon be missed. 
That evening I snuck back into Patricia’s bedroom—it was weird 
and unnaturally quiet without her there. To help me sleep, I 
bought some sleeping pills from a dealer in the neighborhood. I 
took one about forty-five minutes before heading back to 
Patricia’s house.  
 As I lay in her bed, all kinds of thoughts ran through my 
head. I knew I had to get back to Patricia. My eyelids became 
heavy. When I woke up I was in the concentration camp again. It 
was a single cell, and there was a burlap sack on the floor 
containing what appeared to be a curled up human body. Was there 
a corpse in the sack? I walked over to the body and put my hand 
on its shoulder. It felt warm. Patricia rolled over and looked up 
at me with her beautiful brown eyes. She looked, though, as if 
she had been crying all night. I had found my Patricia! I scooped 
her up off the floor and hugged her tightly. We needed to hurry 
to get back to sleep. I gave her one of the sleeping pills I had 
in my pocket, and I took the other. We were soon fast asleep, 
spinning through time…  
 I awoke to Patricia kissing me all over my face, as she 
always liked to do. In the morning we went downstairs to make 
breakfast. As her parents and brother were to return home from 
Indiana within the hour, we had everything cooked and ready when 
they arrived. I ducked out the back door before they pulled up, 
then walked around and knocked at the front—as though I hadn’t 
been there all night. Afterward, as I was ready to depart for 
home to wash up and change clothes, Patricia’s father—out of 
nowhere—came up to me and gave me a big hug. He whispered in my 
ear, “Thank you, John. The knowledge that I had a daughter and 
that I would make it during those dark times carried me through 
and gave me hope. It’s our little secret.”  
 As Patricia and I lay together talking the next night, we 
made a promise to each other never to try anything like the 
concentration camp thing again, and we kept that promise…or did 
we? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  



The Souls of My Shoes 
 

Patrick Palaggi 
 
 A dog ran off with my shoes. I stood perplexed by the space 
they had once occupied. I wore them everyday: walking, working, 
and attending events. My memories are embedded in those raggedy 
old shoes. Each detail resembled a hair upon on my head, each 
scratch was the symbol of a scar upon my soul. Everyday I ache 
because of their absence. So much time has elapsed, I fear I have 
lost my identity. When my heart allows me to, I think about the 
stories they held, until I become so overwhelmed I fall into a 
deep, fitful sleep, where I reenact torturous imaginings of my 
beloved shoes. I dream they are swallowed whole by pit vipers, 
drowned in a sea of treachery, and burned by the fires of false 
judgment. A bark awakens me, and I shiver from the cold chills 
brought on by these nightmarish visions.  
 At a critical stage of my life I met the dog. I did not 
desire his presence; in fact, I was quite indifferent to it. As 
time passed, he became aware of his intrusion. There was a moment 
when hope flapped its wings within my soul, but this little bird 
was only testing me to see if I really needed its gift. The dog 
taught me the difference between a faithful and unfaithful 
canine. The disloyal dog is the female wolf, which calls out into 
the night. This is her hour of glory revealed, when the 
emanations from deep inside her set the trap for the poor, naïve, 
and lonesome soul.  
 I lost the battle but retain what remains of life. Family 
and friends struggle with their emotions when they see me in this 
situation, and they, like me, eagerly await the day I can rejoin 
them. I fight back tears while my heart aches at how much I have 
lost and how much was taken from me. And I fear losses I might 
endure in the future if my shoes are not returned. I am no longer 
angry at the dog. I imagine the loyal canine does not begrudge 
the female wolf, who did only what was expected of her. She 
continues her call, and many pairs of shoes are lost.  
 The dog has lived in the jungle for many years, and 
experience has taught the canine a valuable lesson: trust no one! 
Evaluation has produced the knowledge that good and evil abide in 
every human heart, and whichever one you feed, the fatter becomes 
evident to all. I am still looking for my shoes, have you seen 
them? I have been in the jungle for nearly thirty years, and I am 
not the man I used to be. I have suffered many indignities and 
humiliations, along with a couple of beatings, since I arrived 
here. My shoes may never be returned, regardless of my efforts to 
obtain them. My shoes refer to my life and freedom. The female 
wolf is the jungle, the justice system; it is a call of death for 
the unsuspecting, who cannot differentiate between instinct and 
intellection. The dog is the faithful servant of the system. 
 I made a mistake when I said in class to our instructor 
that I have no power of imagination. In fact, it is because of my 
imagination that I have survived twenty-nine years of 



incarceration and maintained a positive attitude. During my time 
in prison I have imagined myself in society, setting and 
accomplishing goals; owning a small business; having a good woman 
to share my life with; spending time with family; enjoying the 
laughter of children at play; and supporting my community in 
various ways according to my talents. I have tried to realize my 
dreams by going to school, studying independently, and working. I 
have been unable, though, to secure my freedom, to get my life 
back. My imagination allows me to get away from here for a while. 
I realize a freedom, at times, when opening my eyes to physical 
reality becomes unbearable. I snatch memories from the past and 
imagine new responses and better choices. But my imagination is 
only that; my circumstances have yet to change.  
 I received a new pair of shoes. I was compelled to wear 
them and walk a new path, create new memories, and adapt to a new 
reality. This wilderness is treacherous and unforgiving. Wolves 
run in packs; snakes walk on two feet; spiders weave wicked webs; 
and men lay traps before their prey. It’s as though I died and 
now board a room in Hades, where strange creatures roam the 
hallways, tearing through souls like zombies at human flesh, and 
where the cries of the once living reverberate through a 
nothingness to be heard by no one. I feel alone. My fate is the 
redundancy of the mundane, and I bounce off of others like a 
teenager at a rave. I am scoffed at and deprived of the dignity I 
once possessed. Who can enter this madness and not be scathed by 
it? What person would not shed the tears of a thousand rivers? Is 
there no conscience sympathetic to redeem a penitent soul? And is 
there no rescue from our own tortured minds? 
 My new shoes represent life in prison—a life contrary to 
the one I once lived. Torn by that which was taken from me and 
demoralized by the new life that subjected me to the beast of 
immorality, I made myself a new pair of shoes, crafted of virtue. 
I found happiness in the midst of desolation, and I learned noble 
truths. I learned that “true happiness flows from the possession 
of wisdom and virtue” (Aristotle’s Poetics). I desired these 
attributes with an aching in my heart. I rejoiced in noble acts 
and found myself a stranger in a strange land, but I was not 
alone. This newfound world built character and led me through 
journey after journey of positive growth in a wilderness of 
death. Year after year went by. My shoes began to wear, and they 
bore the weight of affliction and the pain of loss. Twenty-nine 
years have passed and my battered shoes are barely hanging on.  
 I’m struggling, like many others, to hold onto the things 
that make me happy. Evil is the opposite of virtue, and it seeks 
to rob us of our joy. I resolve not to allow anyone to rob me of 
my shoes; I will die without them. I am the character of this 
story, and my shoes represent my lives. And, again, I am not 
alone. “‘Hope’ is the thing with feathers” (Emily Dickinson) and 
it has perched deep within my soul. I hope to stay the course; I 
hope for strength; I hope against the decaying of my mind, body, 
and soul; I hope for hope still, and that I will go home someday 
soon.   
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PRIMORDIAL ATOM 
 

 In 1927 the Belgian astrophysicist and Catholic priest 
George Lemaître proposed that, as a consequence of the equations 
of Einstein’s general theory of relativity, the universe is 
expanding. Using Hubble’s subsequent observations of an expanding 
universe, Lemaître logically concluded that the superclusters 
must have expanded from a much smaller volume. He proposed that 
the universe began as an extraordinarily dense primordial atom of 
energy. I agree with this proposal. And since this primordial 
atom was what ‘all things come out of,’ therefore It is our God.  
 Lemaître’s idea leads to the concept of the Big Bang: when 
all space-time, matter, and energy were created. The sequence of 
the primordial atom, Big Bang, and then the universe are parallel 
to the monarch butterfly’s metamorphosis: the caterpillar becomes 
a chrysalis, from which a butterfly emerges. But in this case the 
butterfly is God, the universe, earth, and us! 
 

 



 Yes, this is my position, premise, and the reason I 
consider myself God. I know that by stating this, most people 
will think I’m an egomaniac. But before you write me off, 
remember two things: a man whose opinions and theories are worth 
studying may be presumed to have some intelligence, but no man is 
likely to have arrived at a complete and final truth on any 
subject. When an intelligent man expresses a view which seems to 
us obviously absurd, we should not attempt to prove that it is 
untrue, but we should try to understand how it has come to seem 
untrue. This exercise of historical and psychological imagination 
at once enlarges the scope of our thinking and helps us to 
realize how foolish many of our own ideas will seem to an age 
which has a different temperament of mind. 
 

GOD SELF 
 
 As I’ve written, I am God. The Merriam-Webster Dictionary 
defines me as: 
  
 1. The supreme or ultimate reality, as A: the Being perfect in 
 power, wisdom, and goodness who is worshipped as creator and 
 ruler of the universe; B: Christian Science: the incorporeal 
 divine Principle ruling over all as eternal Spirit, infinite 
 Mind. 
 2. A being or object believed to have more than natural 
 attributes and powers and to require human worship.  
 
This definition does not describe me. I am human, which is also 
my ‘purpose’ in a multitudinous chain of systems. God’s body is 
the universe, and these systems create ‘It.’ Take, for instance, 
the human relationship to the cell, which is a good analogy for 
understanding my position.  
 

 



Scientists describe living things as able to do the following: 
react to stimuli; transform nutrients into energy; grow; and 
reproduce. Our cells ‘recognize’ and ‘interact’ with other cells, 
and they also ‘decide’ what may enter or leave the cell. At the 
center of the cell is the nucleus, which, like our brain, directs 
the chemical reactions that go on in the cell. It is something 
like the chief engineer in a factory. My point is that cells are 
our living components, both autonomous and one with us. God and 
we are like our cells in this respect—both autonomous and one. 
 
 All things come out of the One, 
 And the One out of all things.  
          –Heraclitus  
      Ionian mystic, Greek philosopher 
 

NATURE 
 
 Nature is the great composer of God’s templates. It 
orchestrates motile events and phenomena that sustain life. Even 
those we deem disastrous are key to our survival. At this 
particular moment there are 7.5 billion humans living on earth. 
That number must rise only gradually for the earth’s pace of 
resource production to keep up. If not, we will deplete the 
earth’s resources and start the clock of our extinction. 
 Our lives are the purpose of God’s system, therefore nature 
must provide mechanisms for equilibrium, e.g. earthquakes, 
volcanoes, tornadoes, tsunamis, disease, mutation of viruses, 
famine, floods, etc. Every year these natural equilibric 
mechanisms (N.E.M.) kill hundreds of thousands of people, so that 
our population increase remains gradual enough for the planet to 
keep pace. 
 The cycle is another important phenomenon that permeates 
all levels of existence. From electrons that orbit an atom’s 
nucleus to cells, the weather, the seasons, stars, and also the 
shifting ensemble of the earth’s land masses, which is called 
plate tectonics. 
 

 



 

 
 

 
 

Earth’s surface is made of about a dozen giant thick rafts of 
rock called tectonic plates. They float on the slowly moving 
dense matter below them and move relative to one another. The 
plates were not always separate, as they are today. Sometimes 
they were merged into a single mass called a supercontinent. In 
recent years geologists have uncovered evidence that points to a 
whole succession of supercontinents, which broke apart and then 
were reassembled. (A) Pangaea is only the most recent 
supercontinent in this cycle, which repeats on average every 500 
million years. (B) Geologists believe that Pangaea must have 
first split into two smaller supercontinents: Laurasia and 
Gondwanaland. (C) These bodies later separated into the 
continents of today. Gondwanaland split into Africa, South 
America, Australia, and Antarctica, while Laurasia divided to 
become North America and Eurasia.  
 
 



TRUISM 
 
 Learning about Pangaea and the shifting of the earth’s 
landmasses long ago led me to believe that our past, present, and 
future are in fact recurring. They have come and gone on many 
occasions, like the same movie running on repeat but each time 
with different actors. I’ve even imagined that our technology had 
reached its zenith, and dinosaurs and other prehistoric beasts 
were reintroduced into the world. And maybe they reproduced to 
the point that the human race was forced into colonies. Then as a 
last resort we unleashed a fusillade of nukes, which is probably 
the hidden truth about the dinosaurs’ annihilation. Afterward, 
the radiation took eons to dissipate, so that the earth was 
uninhabitable. When we emerged we were a regressive version of 
what we are today—Neanderthals, etc.  
 Although this story may sound farfetched, it is a fact that 
changes in the earth’s environment, including plate tectonics, 
give rise to changes in the creatures living here. This is called 
evolution. This starts with what is called natural selection, 
where variation is introduced within a species population. Some 
variants in a population have a higher likelihood of survival and 
reproduction than do other variants. The relative survival and 
reproduction of one variant compared to others in the same 
population is referred to as fitness. Traits that increase an 
individual’s fitness in a particular environment are called 
adaptations.  
 Adaptations become more common in a population as the 
individuals who possess them contribute large numbers of their 
offspring to the succeeding generation. Natural selection results 
in a change in the traits of individuals in a population over the 
course of generations—voila, evolution. Many religious people 
accept the alternative hypothesis that Earth and its organisms 
were created in their current form by God and have not changed 
over time. I won’t get into the reasons why such people will not 
accept what is scientifically evident, but to know evolution is 
to know your ‘self’—God.  
  

 



 The theory of evolution can help us to understand how 
species originate and why they have the characteristics they 
have. The theory of evolution can be stated thus:  
 
 All species on Earth today are descendants of a single common 
 ancestor, and all species represent the product of millions of 
 years of accumulated micro-evolutionary changes. 

 
Changes in organisms are evident in ancient life, and these are 
recorded in the fossil remains of extinct organisms. There are 
many examples, including in hominins.  
 

 
 
Fossils form when the organic material in bone decomposes and 
minerals fill the space left behind. 
 

 
 
According to some biblical scholars, the Genesis origin story 
indicates that creation occurred fairly recently, within the last 
10,000 years. But radiometric dating upends this claim.  
 Scientists can determine the date when an ancient organism 
lived by estimating the age of the rock that surrounds the 
fossil. Radiometric dating relies on radioactive decay, which 
occurs as radioactive elements in rock spontaneously break down 
into different, unique elements known as daughter products. Each 
radioactive element decays at its own unique rate. The rate of 
decay is measured by the elements of half-life—the amount of time 



required for one-half of the amount of the element originally 
present to decay into the daughter product.  
 When rock is newly formed from the liquid underlying 
earth’s crust, it contains a fixed amount of any radioactive 
element. When the rock hardens, some of these radioactive 
elements become trapped. As a trapped element decays over time, 
the amount of radioactive material in the rock declines, and 
correspondingly, the amount of daughter product increases. By 
determining the ratio of radioactive element to daughter product 
in a rock sample and knowing the half-life of the radioactive 
element, scientists can estimate the number of years that have 
passed since the rock formed. Radiometric dating indicates that 
the earth is far older than 10,000 years, and the fossil record 
provides unambiguous evidence that the species which have 
inhabited this planet have changed over time. 
 

DESCENT 
 

 While the theory of evolution proceeds from the premise 
that a single common ancestor once existed, it does not address 
the origin of this single ancestor. Nor have I been able to 
account for the primordial atom’s origins. As I’ve said, since we 
are recipients of God’s templates, then God must have our 
characteristics, even in terms of how we originated here on 
Earth. And without invoking a supernatural creator, the working 
hypothesis must be that the first living organisms derived from 
nonliving precursors.  
 According to this hypothesis, the process can be broken 
down into three basic steps: 
  
 1. Non-biological processes assembled the simple molecules that 
 were present early in the history of solar system into more 
 complex molecules.  
 2. These molecules then assembled themselves into chains that 
 could store information and/or drive chemical reactions.  
 3. Collections of these complex molecules were assembled into a 
 self-replicating ‘cell’ with a membrane and energy source. This 
 cell fed on other complex molecules.  
 
There is some experimental evidence to support all three parts of 
this hypothesis. First, Stanley Miller, a graduate student 
working in the lab of his mentor, Harold Urey, in 1953, attempted 
to recreate the conditions of early Earth within a laboratory 
apparatus.  
 After allowing the apparatus, which contained very simple 
molecules and an energy source, to ‘run’ for one week, Miller 
found that complex organic molecules had formed spontaneously. 
These molecules included the building blocks of proteins and 
sugars. His results and other similar experiments support step 
one of the hypothesis. 



 
  
More recent experiments have demonstrated that these building 
blocks’ chemicals can be induced to form long chains when put 
into contact with hot sand, clay, or rock. Long chains of DNA and 
RNA nucleotides and amino acids have been created using these 
methods, providing some experimental support for step two. 
Finally, in the early 1980s, two teams of scientists demonstrated 
that an information-carrying molecule, RNA, could also 
potentially copy itself, and so at least part of step three, the 
capacity for self-replication, has experimental support. Although 
life as we would identify it has not been created in the lab from 
scratch, these results support the hypothesis that life could 
have formed spontaneously on Earth.  
 When Plato speaks of creation, he imagines a primitive 
matter to which God gives form, and the same is true of 
Aristotle. Their God is an artificer or architect, rather than a 
creator. Substance is thought of as eternal and uncreated; only 
form is due to the will to God. Against this view, St. Augustine 
maintains, as every orthodox Christian must, that the world was 
created not from any particular matter, but from nothing. God 
created substance, not only order and arrangement.  
 As to God’s origins before the primordial atom, I have two 
possible answers: (A) The first is similar to the human origin 
hypothesis, but instead of using the term ‘spontaneous 
formation,’ I imagine God’s origin as evolving; (B) My second 
idea comes simply from how integral the cycle is to existence, 



which to me must be an attribute of God—an attribute that gives 
‘It’ immortality. As I show in my illustration, God goes through 
an infinite cycle of Bang!, Universe, Crunch!, Bang! Universe… 
 

 
 
 …sooner or later there will be a cosmic conflagration, and all 
 will again become fire. This, according to most Stoics, is not a 
 final consummation, like the end of the world in Christian 
 doctrine, but only the conclusion of a CYCLE; the whole process 
 will be ‘repeated’ endlessly. Everything that happens has 
 happened before, and will happen again, not only once, but 
 countless times. 
       -Zeno of Citium 
     Greek philosopher, founder of Stoicism 
  
This infinite cycle of God leads one to extrapolate that there 
was never a ‘beginning,’ just a rebirth, and therefore no true 
‘end’: IMMORTALITY.  
 

IDEAOLOGY 
 
 Imagine us as ants, traversing the earth and living day to 
day. On land, the land is all an ant sees. But if an ant were to 
rise above the planet, it would notice that what he and all the 
other ants perceived as a whole is merely a part. This is what I 
mean when I say being human is our purpose. 
 All that I’ve written here is my belief. I have faith in 
God, through which I am. We are. I have never been one to believe 
that another man’s imagination or utterances could be divinely 
inspired. In Rousseau’s novel, Emile, there is a section called 
“Confessions of Faith of a Savoyard Vicar,” in which the Vicar 
says of his doctrine, “Natural religion has no need of a 



revelation; if men had listened to what God says to the heart, 
there would have been only one religion in the world. If God has 
revealed Himself specially to certain men, this can only be known 
by human testimony, which is fallible. ‘Natural’ religion has the 
advantage of being revealed directly by each individual.” 
 I have engaged in the arduous task of compiling names of 
God(s) who have made themselves known.  
 
 Zoroastrianism  India/Hinduism  Greece     Mesopotamia  Rome 
 Ahura Mazda     Agni    Aeolus  Anshar   Apollo  
 Deva            Brahma    Amphitrite Anu          Aurora 
       Ganesha    Aphrodite  Ashur        Bacchus 
 Wales      Hanuman    Apollon    Bel          Ceres 
 Rhiannon        Indra          Ares       Ea         Comus  
                 Kali        Artemis    Enlil        Cupid 
 Christianity    Kubera          Athena     Gula         Diana  
 God             Lakshmi         Chloris    Ishtar       Dis 
 Jesus           Mahakala        Cronos     Sin         Faunus 
 Trinity         Rahu    Demeter   Tammuz   Flora 
 Yahweh          Sarasvati    Dionysus      Janus   
                      Shiva    Eos        Scandinavia  June  
 Egypt      Surya    Eris       Balder    Jupiter 
 Amun-Ra         Vishnu    Eros       Frey         Juventas 
 Anubis          Yama     Gaea       Freya        Liber 
 Geb        Hades      Frigg   Luna 
 Hathor          Indians (U.S.)  Hebe       Loki      Mars 
 Horus      Pauguk    Hecate     Njord   Mercury 
 Isis      Thunderbird     Helios     Odin    Minerva 
 Nut                             Hephaestus Thor    Mors 
 Osiris          Aztec    Hera      Neptune 
 Ptah      Huitzilopochtli Hermes     Phoenicia   Nox 
 Ra            Quetzalcoatl    Hestia  Astarte   Orcus 
 Seth            Tlaloc          Hygeia   Baal    Picus 
 Thoth           Xipe Totec   Hymen      Mot    Pluto  
       Xochipilli   Hypnos      Pomona 
 Oceania      Mnemosyne  Japan   Proserpina 
 Maui            Inca    Morpheus  Benten   Psyche 
       Inti    Nemesis  Daikoku   Salacia 
 Eastern Europe     Nike  Emma-O   Saturn  
 Svetovid           Nyx      Sol 
        Pan   China   Somnus 
 Ireland      Persephone Fu-hsing   Venus  
 Tuatha Dé Danann     Phobus  Guanyin   Vesta 
        Plutus     Victoria 
        Poseidon  Phrygia   Vulcan 
        Priapus    Cybele    
        Rhea        
        Selene      
        Thanatos 
        Themis 
        Tyche 
        Uranus 
        Zephyrus 
        Zeus 
         



 …Mortals deem that gods are begotten as they are, and have 
 clothes like theirs and voice and form…yes, and if oxen and 
 horses or lions had hands and could paint with them, and 
 produce works of art as men do, horses would paint the forms of 
 gods like horses, and oxen like oxen, and make their bodies in 
 the image of their several kinds… The Ethiopians make their gods 
 black and snub-nosed; Thracians say theirs have blue eyes and red 
 hair.   
       -Xenophanes of Colophon 
           Ionian-Italian philosopher 
 
Xenophanes also goes on to make fun of the Pythagorean doctrine 
of transmigration: “Once they say, he (Pythagoras) was passing by 
when a dog was being ill-treated. ‘Stop,’ he said, ‘don’t hit it! 
It is the soul of a friend! I knew it when I heard its voice’.” 
 

JEWELS 
 

 We see clearly objects on which the sun shines; in twilight 
we see confusedly, and in pitch darkness not at all. Now the 
world of ideas is what we see when the object is illumined by the 
sun, while the world of passing things is the confused, twilight 
world. The eye is compared to the soul, and the sun, as the 
source of light, to truth or goodness.  
 The soul is like an eye: when resting upon that on which 
truth and being shine, the soul perceives and understands, and is 
radiant with intelligence; but when turned towards the twilight 
of becoming and perishing, then she has opinion only, and goes 
blinking about, and is first of one opinion and then of another, 
and seems to have no intelligence… Now what imparts truth to the 
Known and the power of Knowing to the Knower is what I would have 
you term the idea of good, and this you will deem the cause of 
science.  
 

THE PLACEBIC GOD(S) 
 

 One of the most influential thinkers of the nineteenth 
century was the German philosopher Ludwig Feuerbach. In his 
influential books, The Essence of Christianity and The Essence of 
Religion, Feuerbach said religions were projections of the wishes 
and needs of humanity. He saw religion as a dream or fantasy that 
expressed the situation of humankind. According to Feuerbach, 
people tend to see themselves as helpless and dependent when 
faced with the challenges of life. Therefore, they seek to 
overcome their problems by imagination; they imagine or project 
an idealized being of goodness or power who can help them, a 
Placebic-God or entity. Humanity is not created in the image of 
God, but God is created in the image of idealized humanity. 
Feuerbach believed people seek in heaven what they cannot find on 
Earth. Thus, at its most basic level, religion is a form of 
wishing. Feuerbach thought that when people become knowledgeable 



or powerful, religion tends to wither away and to be replaced by 
technology and politics.  
 Feuerbach’s younger contemporary, Karl Marx, was deeply 
influenced by Feuerbach’s theories. Marx added his own 
distinctive touches to Feuerbach’s position on the origin of 
religion. Marx saw the origin and development of religion in 
terms of his personal view of history and the economic and social 
struggle between classes. In words that sound very much like 
Feuerbach, Marx said, 
  
 Man makes religion, religion does not make man. Religion is the 
 self-consciousness and self-esteem of man who has either not yet 
 found himself or has already lost himself again… Religion is the 
 sigh of the oppressed creature, the heart of a heartless world, 
 just as it is the spirit of spiritless conditions. It is the 
 opium of the people. 
 

THE GUARDIAN 
 
 You, the religious one, share the company of the many who 
do not know that they are God. They may be compared to prisoners 
in a cave, who are only able to look in one direction because 
they are bound, and who have a fire behind them and a wall in 
front. Between them and the wall there is nothing; all they see 
are shadows of themselves, and of objects behind them, cast on 
the wall by the light of the fire. Inevitably they regard these 
shadows as real and have no notion of the objects to which they 
are due. At last some man succeeds in escaping from the cave to 
the light of the sun; for the first time he sees real things and 
becomes aware that he had hitherto been deceived by shadows. If 
he is the sort of philosopher who is fit to become a guardian, he 
will feel it is his duty to those who were formerly his fellow-
prisoners to go down again into the cave, instruct them as to the 
truth, and show them the way up. But he will have difficulty in 
persuading them, because, coming out of the sunlight, he will see 
shadows less clearly than they do and will seem to them stupider 
than before his escape.  
 
 For God doth know that in the day ye eat 
 thereof, then your eyes shall be opened,  
 and ye shall be as gods— 
 
       -James Piggues… 
           …God  
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Perception of Pain 
 

D.A. Sterling 
          Just Me Expressions 

 
This is dedicated to those who’s unrighteously hated 

For someone to help they patiently waited 
Over time mind declined 

as they were ignored and degraded 
When all they want to do is to yell 

I made it 
For those who through rejection see 

things distorted 
A crumb of the pie they can’t afford it 

A shattered, scattered heart now contorted 
Stuck in isolation character assassination 

emotional desolation 
with enough frustration 

to cause physical castration 
For those who always weather the storm 

is there warmth 
flooding their souls 

with uncontrollable shakes 
lack of heat intakes 

always cold  
 

Afraid of being hurt mad their 
stories not told 

since no one listens 
Their skin all carved and dried out as 

eyes glisten 
Hoping in affection their name mention 

but so oppressed they envision ill intentions 
For those whose hard times last 

they get trashed, bashed 
just because for help they had the nerve 

to ask 
For those who try to pull up their  

own straps 
all they catch is stabs in the back 
For those who’s surrounded by those 
who can punish and can never help 

For those who prefer meeting 
death than being theirself 

For those who need a better home 
I’ll be your Rosetta Stone 

People ignore my pleas for mercies 
Look at my feet to not meet my eyes  

to see the world hurts me 
I don’t hate cha 

I know it seems the only thing 
to hear you is nature 
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Perhaps if I explain the language 
you speak 

someone for you I might reach 
I’ll translate your journal 

and write your song 
to get help for your wrong 

For those who is spoke of and to 
like they’re some kind of nigger 
I’ll try to teach the world the  

language of the river 
 

Do you know the language of the river? 
It’s the speech of sorrow when it flows 
Do you hear the language of the river? 

It’s a broken heart crying out to be whole 
It’s the hurting child longing for its mother 

It’s the oppressed one wishing for a sister and brother 
It’s the little one who in sex is unlawfully discovered 

the groans from the hole in a child for its father 
the screams of no help, no one wants to bother 

the wounds and scars of abuse begging for 
someone to deliver 

 
This is the language of the river 

It’s the suffering of the one that’s bound 
the pleas of one who’s kicked though he’s down 

the shattering of a heart and no one hears the sound 
the sanity of one consumed with fear 

the desperation of a spirit when dreams just disappear 
the tears of the person who feels love will never be near 

loneliness in a person on their own in the cold 
burden of a soul wanting to be white as snow  

the beauty in me no one cares to see 
the love and gifts I have to give no one wants 

to believe 
the forgiveness and the Grace of God people 

feel I don’t deserve to receive 
 

Do you hear me? 
Can you hear me now? 

Well that’s not really me, that’s my pain 
that’s driving me insane 

crushing my brain 
causing my body to go lame 
and move like I’m maimed 

Oh what you thought you heard  
a monstrosity howling is the wind 
That existing improbable animal 

stalking me 
is actually my flesh burdened 

with sin 
My hand not held on this journey by a friend 
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To be honest, it’s not even 
an animal or no type of defined beast 

It’s my soul strangling screams for peace 
Begging, pleading, needing 

for the assault mangling to cease 
Longing for the captivity of it to be released 

It’s also 
just that 
my screams 

The slimy residue a black-and-blue hue 
of crushed dreams 

no longer sweet but nightmares 
dark enigmas like catacombs of despair 

 
Do you hear me? 

Can you hear me now? 
That’s really not me, that’s my pain 

which like coffee, oil, grass and bloody feces 
stain 

never washed remain 
Though I admit I strive to maintain 

always to be calm 
But to me my afflictions is like 

explosions of a Napalm bomb 
in the bottoms of toddlers and on toys 

in tiny babies’ palms 
like the flows of erupting volcanoes 

real slow and shows how molten steel glows 
dangerously hot yo 
treacherously so 
like F7 tornadoes  

combined with knocked out windows 
It’s shifty, like those who supposed to help 

just around for the wealth 
being stuck on self 

the right hand health 
waiting to catch up with the left 

filled with mo pain, mo death 
Even those who insist to have power  

over me 
trying to flex 

with a boot to my head and chest 
Authority 

slacking the responsibility 
adding to my penalty 

trying to just justify  
I should face their reality 

To them I should’ve been a fatality 
 

Do you hear me? 
Can you hear me now? 

See they claiming to be cool with me 



all the time schooling me 
with correction 

Seems more like a bacterial fungal infection 
or lethal injection 

Do you hear me? 
Dehydrated from all these years 

all these fears 
to where even my tears 

pray  
night and day 

Can you hear me now? 
See me 

I’ve been abused 
and misused 

Sometimes from the very thing I choose 
thinking those ways all nice and pretty 

turns out to be  
sleazy 

No pleasure just tease me 
infected  

majority shared, selected 
smelling foul and boy shut your mouth 

Okay, okay, I’ll say 
Grimy and gritty 
Can you hear? 

Do you want to hear me now? 
Since it always seems I don’t matter 

for everyone scatters 
when another shard of my heart 
not quiet from being shattered 

I’m bombarded and battered 
Can you hear it? 
It’s my spirit 
Dusted, busted 

broken and bruised 
yelling in anguish 

MOST HIGH GOD 
It’s you 
I choose  

Can you hear me? 
Do you hear me now? 

Forgive me 
Yes LORD 

Yes 
I now hear you 
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